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1 Introduction
We shall attempt to compute the suspension‑order of a complex
Yle+1 = S" U e"+i U e"+2(q‑i) ue'i+2(q‑i)+l u ...... u en+2k(g‑i)+1

with only homology groups H"'2'̀q‑i'(Yk,i)f,Zij for i=‑ O, 1, ･･･J･･, k, where P is

odd prime.
H. Toda [4] gave the general properties of the suspension‑order. We cornpute
Ko* in order to give a lower boundary of the suspension‑order of Yh.i. Here, the

notation Kb*. means the reduced group of original K‑theory of vector bundles.
But, we shall use only the definitions

K‑oi(X)=[S'X, Bo] and Kbi(X)=[SiX, Bu]
and Bott's periodicity [1].

2 Suspensiom‑order of cowaplex ]I'k

We shall use the following notations. For each topological space, we always

associate a base point;ge. Mapping and homotopies considered are base point
presevring, The set of the homotopy classes of mappings f: (X, ;k)‑(Y) *) is
denoted by [X, Y].
Let A be a subspace of a topological space X, then X/A is a space obtained
by smashing A to a base point, q: X‑.)g/A indicates the smashing map (pro‑

jection). A reduced product AAB is AxB/AvB, where AvB::=Ax*u*xB. We
define n‑fold suspension S"X of X by the formula S"X=XAS" (SX =S̀X). We
denote by lx and cx the identity map of space X and its homotopy class and call
the order of the homotopy class csx the suspension‑order of X.

Let A and B be topological spaces, and f:B‑A a continuous mapping,
then we denote by

AuCB

f
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a space obtained from a cone CB by identifying its base B with the mapping f
into A.

Lemma 2.1. Let Y=Yk. Then the class Pcsy is rePresented bN a maPPing
f:SYla‑SYk satisflying the following conditt'ons; f(SYZ'+i)cSYII+i‑i for i=O,
1, ‑‑････, 2(fe ‑ 1) (P ‑ 1) + 1. A maPPing L･: S"'2'(P""i)'i‑S""20‑i)(P‑i)'2 given uniqueiy

by the commutativity of the diagram

syni+t 4 syz,+t‑i =sy,le,+2(d‑i)(p‑i)+i
Sa

Sq'

syhi+t/s}i:tl+t‑i .., sn+t+i 4sn+2(i‑i)(p‑i)+2 ,.. sy,k,+t‑i /sykt+t‑2

rel)resents a generator of rrn+2i(p‑i)+i(S"'2(J‑i)(P‑i)"2; p) if and only if (liSPi ‑ El3iA)
H""2i(Pev"i)(Y>2; Zb) =:= O, where t =: 27'(P ‑ 1) and A is mod. P Boclestein oPerator.

Proof. Let u: Si‑St be a mapping of degree P. Then Pcsy is represented
by ly A u : SIYk ‑SYk. Let h = ly A u. Since h,(a) =:= Pct = O for a E H,(S Yla),

we have that h, : H,(SYk)‑H,(SYla) is trivial for i > O. Obviously, H}t+t+2(SYk,
SYZ+t+i ) stf rzz+t+?(SYk) = O, and H}i+t+i (SYk)ftf ILt+t+i(SYk, SY'h'+"+i)fs4.
Applying lemma 1. 4 of [4] for n‑F t+1 = n + 21'(P ‑ 1) + 1 (d ‑‑ O, 1, ･･････, k ‑ 1)

in place of n in the lemma 1.4 of [4], we get a homotopy h, : SYk‑SYk such
that h == ho, h,(SYZI+?'Y'(P‑i))c SYht+2"(PH')), hi(SYII+?i(P‑i)) c SYk'+2(J'‑')(P‑i)+i and h,

(sykt+2i(P‑i)+i)cSY'le'+2i(bMi). We put f= hi, then the first condition is satisfied.

Consider complexes K==SYkUCSYk and Ki=SYhUCSYh. They have the same

hf

homotopy type. In fact, we give a homotopy equivalence F: K‑Ki as follows.
A point of CSYk is represented by a pair (x, s), xESYk, sE [O, 1]. Then I7 is
defined by the fomulas

FlSYk =‑ lsy

and
'
T(x, 2s‑1) for 1/2 <{s<1,
F(X' S) ::= i h,,(x) for o<{s<1/2.

'
F is a cellular map and

(1) F(SYAi+2j'(P‑1)+luCsyl:+2i'(P‑i)+1)csy:+2i(P‑i)+lucsyll+2i(p‑1)+1.

hf

Let ai and bi be chains in the cell complex K represented by the cells Se'i't
and CSe""', respectively. For suitably chosen orientations of the cells, we have
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6a2j･(p.b,1 = Pa2jcp‑‑1),

6a2j(p‑i) == O,
Ob2J･(p‑1).1 = Pb2j(p.b ‑ Pa2j･(p‑1),
Ob2j(p‑o ==: Pa2J･(p‑i)‑

Let a'i and b'i be corresponding chains of Ki, then
Oat2J'(P‑1)+1 = Pat2J'(P‑1),

Oa'2J･(p‑b = Ob'2j(p.o == O,
Obt2J･(p.b.1 := Pbt2j(pHl).

Consider the chain mapping F#: C(K)‑‑>･ C(Ki) induced by F. From the definition
of F, F#(a,) == a', and F#(b,) =b', mod a',,i. It follows from the relation (1) that

I7#(b2j(p‑o+i) =:=b'2j(p.i)+i. By use of the naturality O.F#==F#.O, we have that
F#(b2J･(p‑b) = b'2j(p..b + a'2J･(p‑.1).1･

Let ai, Pi, a'i, and P'i be the dual classes mod P of ai, bi, a'i and b'i, respec‑

tively. Then they are independent generators and the induced homomorphism
F":H*(Ki; lp)‑H"(K; 4) satisfies '
F*(ev'2j(p‑i)) == cr2j'(p‑o,

F*(a'2J･(p.1)+1) = a2j(p‑1)+1 + P2j(p‑‑1),

F*(P,') = Pi･
It is easy to see that K=SYk U CS Yh ::= Yk A P2 for P2 =:= Si u CSi ::= " u ei ue2.

h 2e

Each cell of Yla and P2 represents cohomology class mod P. Then dei = e2, Ae'i'2J(P‑i)
= e"+2j(P‑1)+1.

Assume that geie'i"S === x,e""S"2(P"i) for some integer x, (O:s{x,<P). Then we

have, by Cartan's formula,
EPI(e'i+S × el) = xs(e'i+S+2(P‑1) × el)

and
gSl(en+S × e2) = xs(e't+S+2(P‑'1) × e2).

The projection q: Yk × P2 ‑. Yh A P2 induces isomorphisms of H"(Yk A P2; 4)
into H'(4 × P2; Zp) such that
q*(ev,) =L‑ e'i'S × el and q*(P,) = e"+S × e2.

By the naturality of the EPi ‑operation, we have that
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SI3iB, = XsPs+2(p‑i),

8icrs = Xsas+2(p‑o.

By use of the inverse of F", we have that
SPiBt, = X,Pts+2(p‑b,
Sl3iat2i(p‑.b = x2i(p‑i) at2(i+b (p‑b,

S#lat2i(p‑b+1 = X2i(p‑b+1 at2(i+o (p‑o+t

+ (X2i(p‑D + X2i(p‑1)+1)fi12Ci+1) (P‑1)･

The commutativity diagram of the lemma defines a mapping
O: SYZI+2(i‑1)(P‑1)+1 V CsYlr‑F2i(P‑1) ‑ sn+2o'‑1)(p‑D+2 v,csn+2J'(p‑1)+1,

which induces monomorphisms of cohomology groups mod p. a'2(j.i)cp‑b+i and
P'2J･(p.i) are the images of Q*. It follows that 8i fo in Sn+2U'‑i)(p‑i)+2 u csn+2j(p‑i)÷i

f'

j'
if and only if X2j(p.‑i) ‑x2j･(p‑b,i $ O (mod. P). Its means that (dgei ‑ zziA)Hn+2J(p‑i)
(Ylai 4) ‑E O.

Propositio" 2, 2. Let 7￠ IIII2. The susPension‑order of Yk == S" u e""i u ･･････

ue"+2(k‑i) (P‑i) u e'i+2(k‑i) (P‑i)'i is a divisor of Pk. ･

Proof, We prove by induction on k. Since we may consider SY)lr‑i::=
SYk"'+2(k‑2)(P‑i)+i , SYk‑i is a subcomplex of SYk. Then, from Theorem 4.4 of
[4], the sttspension‑order of SYk/SYk‑i = S"'2(k‑i) (P‑i)"i u e"+2(k‑i)(P‑i)+2 is p. From

the assurnption of induction and Theorem 1.2 of [4], we obtain the result,

3. Computation of Kb(Yk) and K6(Yh).
We shall use the following exact sequence in K‑theory (K'i ‑‑ Kb" or K'iu);

b* i* 6 p,

(2)･ ny ･･･ ･ ‑ K,i(X/A) ‑ K,i(X') ‑･･ K,i(A) o K,t+i(X/A) ‑ ･･･ ･ ･ ･

Note that if X=AU CB, then the diagram
f
6

K,t(A) ‑K,i+i(X/A)=Kit+i(SB)
f"
Kn(B)
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is commutative, where the suspension homomorphism S is an isomorphism onto.

p
For a CW‑complex Y and a fibering O‑O/U([=92Bo),
there is an exact
sequence

i.( Y)‑
b. K,b+i
S
(3) ''''''‑ K'b(Y) ‑K'oi (Y) ‑K?ti'

(Y) M>......

The sequence commute with homomorphism induced by a mapping f: Y' ‑‑ Y
and also the homomorphism in (2).
Let Bhube a (k ‑ 1)‑connected space such that 9kHi(BigJ) has the same singular

homotopy type as Bu.
Lemma 3. 1. (H. Toda [4]) (i) Let L be a CW‑comPlex such that L""i == *.
Then zcre have natural isomorPhism le'b+i(L) == [SL, B'u'+i ] for i.21.l 1.

(ii) We may take Bb as CW‑comPlex such that the (le+4)‑skeleton ofBS is Sk‑i
M2 = Sk'i u ek"3 if le ll‑l) 2, where M2 is the comPlex Pro7'ective sPace.

The values of K'i+i(S") and K'ot+i(S") are as follows

i ‑4 ‑3 ‑2 ‑1 O 1 2 3

(4) K,b+i(S,i) Z OZ OZ OZ O
Kio,‑yt(sn) z o z2 zl, z o o o

Consider Yi =S" U e'i'i, where u: S"‑S" is a mapping of degree P. Then,
lt

it follow from the table (4) and exact sequence of (2) that

i ‑4 ‑3 ‑2 ‑1 O 1 2 3

(5) K'i+t(y,) O Z, O Z, O Z, O l,
K,.t+t(y,) O4 O O O4 O O
'

Lemma 3, 2. A generator of Ktt+i(S"̀P"i'Yi)f"s [S2(P‑"Yi, Btt'H]f,lp is repre‑

sented by a maPPingh: SZ̀P‑i'Yi >B'i+i satisflrying the following condition; Let

a mappingn: S"+2PHi >S"'2 rePresent a generator of rr.,2pmi(S"'2: P), then the
following diagram

h

S2P‑IYI ‑‑‑‑> B}u'+1

Ti V
rh‑

S,i+21b‑‑1 ‑ S,i+2
is homotoPy commz{tative, where i and y' are inclusions (n fi‑>.m" 2P ‑ 1).
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Proof. Let m=2P‑1. From the puppe's exact sequence, we have that the
homomorphism i* : [SMYi, S"'2]‑‑‑>･[S'i"M, S"'2] induced by inclusion i is an
isomorphisrn of the p‑primary components. Since T..2p(B'b+i/S'i"2) is an infinite

cyclic group, we have that the homomorphism ]' ,:[S'nYi, S"'2] ‑‑‑‑> [SMYi, B'b+i]

is epmorphism of the p‑primary components. Therefore we have the required
hornotopy commutative diagram.
Consider Ku" of a complex Yb.
Propositiom 3. 3. Let n be szdicientlr large (n > 2P ‑ 2).

(i) K'b(Y2)=O and K'b+i(Yb) has p2‑elements,
(ii) if Ag3i‑SPid :7sO in Y2, then K'gei(Yi)ftf Zp2,
Proof. We apply the exact sequence (2) for proiection q: Y2‑Yli/YII'+i
where we may consider that Yb/Ybi+i == S2̀P‑i'Yi and Y:‑Fi = Yl. Then the follo‑

wing sequence is exact
o‑‑>K'b+i(s2p‑2y,) ‑g:"> K'i+i(Y2) 4' K'i,'i(Y,) ‑ o.
An element aE K'b+i(Yb) fv [SYh,B'b+i] of i'(a) # O is represented by a compo‑

sition goPe:SY2‑‑‑‑‑>･SY2/S'i"i‑‑>･B'bH where glSYh/S"'i=g1S"'2 : S'i"2 ‑>‑
B'b+i is the injection. Now pa == aoPesy for Y= Y2. By Lemma 2.1, Pcsy is rep‑
resented by a mapping f: SYh >SYIi such that f(SYSi+?'P‑2)cSYY+i and f(SYII+i)

c SYS̀ =S'i'i. Then there is a mapping f': SYb/SYi‑SYle/S"'i such that the
following diagram is commutative

f

SIle ‑ Sk
SSq Jqe
ft g
SYI,/SY, ‑‑‑> SYI,/S,i+i ‑

B,i+i

where qo: SYIi ‑SYIi/S"" is projection.
Thus pa is represented by goqoof == gof'oSq. Thus Pa == q"(r) for an elementr
of KtrFi(Yb/Yi) fu [SYh/SYI, B'u'"i] represented by gof'. We rnay assume that g is
cellular. Then (gof')(SYII'+2P‑2/SYi)cg(SYSt+i/S't'i) ==: g(S""2) c s"+2cB'b+i.
Consider the restriction gof' lS"'2P‑i. Then gof' IS"+2P‑i =: ft lS"+2p‑i : sn+2p‑i‑

S"'2. By Lemma 2.1. f'IS"'2P"i is essential if and only if Aus'‑Sl3iA # Oin Y2. It

follows from Lemma 3.2 that r is a generator of K'b+i (Y7Yh), the order of av is
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P2, and K'b"'(Yh)Rs42 if asi‑as'a r! O in Y2.
Theorem 3. 4. (i) Kb'( Y})= O,
(ii) The group K"u+i(Yk) has pk‑elements,
(iii) I17C (ASPi‑EPiA)H""2!̀P‑i)(Yk; Zp) =: O, for integer i ‑‑ O, 1, ･･̀･･･, k‑1, then

K}b+i(Yk) or 4h.

Proof. It is obvious for fe :=1, by tabte (5), Then (i) and (ii) are proved by
induction on k, using the exact sequence (2) for projection

q: Yk‑ ]Kde/Y'h'+2(le‑2)(P‑i)+i where we may consider that
yle/ylen+2k(k‑2)(P‑)‑i'i=S2(k‑2)(P‑i)'iYi and Yll+2(k‑2)(P‑i)+i== Yk‑i. In fact, the

following sequence is exact;

o‑K,b+i(Yk/Yla.,) ‑>p*K,b+i(Y,) ‑‑)p K'b+i(}1.,)‑O.
(iii) Assume that K'u'+i(Yla) is not cyclic. Let i be the maximal intger such
that K'b+i(le/Yi) is not cyclic. Then it follows easily that K'b+i(Yl･.2/ Yi) is not
cyclic and (ASPi ‑ EPiA)H"'2(i‑i' (P‑i'(}i]e; 4) 4 O.

Theorem 3. 5. (i) The grouP Kb'‑{‑'(Yle) = Ofor i i}g ‑3 and 1 (mod 8), (li) The grottp
K:'i(Yh) has P!‑elements if i ‑= ‑3 or 1 (mod 8), (iii) IllC (tiasi ‑ zziA)U"'2i(P‑i)(Yk; 4)

=O for integers 1'=O, 1, ̀･････, k‑1, then the grouPs Kb'"i(YA) andK'o'‑3(Yla) are
cyclic.

Proof. G), (ii). We prove by induction on fe. It is obvious for le == 1, by table
(5). Suppose that (i) and (ii) are true for fe ‑ 1. Using the exact sequence (2), we

have the following seqtience
''''''fi‑K b' " H( Yle‑i) ‑ K'o'"i( Yk/Yk‑i) ‑ K '6'i( Yk) ‑ K'o"i( Yla‑) ‑‑"').'''''･

is exact. We may consider that Yla/lt.i == S2̀k"t)(P‑i'Yl. From the table (5) and
Bott's periodicity, K'o'+i(Yk/Yk‑i)f, Zp for i ‑r ‑3 or 1 (mod 8) and K'o'+i(Yk/Yla.i) ==

O for iee ‑3 and 1 (mod 8).

By the inductive assumption and the above exact sequence, (i) and (ii) are
true for le.

(iii), Consider the exact sequence (3)

' i'' K'6"i(Y)}) . K'o'"i‑'(Yk) ‑''''''.
･･ny･''‑K'o"i‑2(Yla) ‑ K'u"t(Y2i).
From (i) and (ii), i, : K't?fii(Ylle)‑K'o'+i(Yk) is an isomorphism for i rm‑‑ ‑3 or 1
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(mod 8).
Ceroliary. Let n t}> 2P ‑ 1, if (dasi ‑ mpiA) H"'2'(P‑i'(}1; 4) 4 O .for integers y' ‑‑

O, 1, ･････t, fe‑1, then the susPension‑order of Yk is Pk.
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